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Abstract. We present updated results from the ongoing XMM-Newton monitoring pro-
gram of moderately active, solar-like stars to investigatestellar X-ray activity cycles; here
we report on the binary systemsαCen A/B and 61 Cyg A/B. For 61 Cyg A we find a coro-
nal X-ray cycle which clearly reflects the chromospheric activity cycle and is in phase with
a ROSAT campaign performed in the 1990s. 61 Cyg A is the first example of a persistent
coronal cycle observed on a star other than the Sun. The changes of its coronal properties
during the cycle resemble the solar behaviour. The coronal activity of 61 Cyg B is more
irregular, but also follows the chromospheric activity. Long-term variability is also present
on αCen A and B. We find thatαCen A, a G2 star very similar to our Sun, fainted in X-
rays by at least an order of magnitude during the observationprogram. This behaviour has
never been observed before onαCen A, but is rather similar to the X-ray behaviour of the
Sun. The X-ray emission of theαCen system is dominated in our observations byαCen B,
which might also have an activity cycle indicated by a significant fainting since 2005.
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1. Introduction

Chromospheric stellar activity cycles in anal-
ogy to the 11 year solar activity cycle are
well known from the Mt. Wilson monitoring of
CaII H+K emission (S-index) (Baliunas et al.
1995). In contrast, coronal cycles are known
only for very few examples, mainly because of
lacking X-ray data covering typical stellar cy-
cles of several of years. In order to study pos-
sible coronal activity cycles of solar-like stars
we initiated a long-term X-ray monitoring pro-
gram with XMM-Newton.
αCentauri is the nearest stellar system at

a distance of 1.3 pc, withα Cen A/B consist-
ing of a G2V (A) and a K1V (B) separated
by roughly 25 AU and an orbital period of
80 years. The age of the system is thought to be
slightly larger than that of the Sun, correspond-

ingly both stars are slow rotators with a rather
inactive corona.αCen A is a nearly perfect so-
lar twin, which raises the question whether an
activity cycle as observed on the Sun is also
present. The system has already been spatially
resolved in X-rays withEinstein (Golub et al.
1982), ROSAT and recentlyChandra. The X-
ray luminosity of the system is dominated
in all observations byαCen B, which was a
factor 2–3 brighter thanαCen A at energies
above 0.2 keV. High resolution X-ray spectra
(Raassen et al. 2003) revealed similar, solar-
like coronal properties for both components
with αCen B being slightly hotter and domi-
nant above 1.5 MK.

61 Cygni, a K5V (A) and a K7V (B) star
at a distance of 3.5 pc was part of the Mt.
Wilson program. 61 Cyg A exhibits a very reg-
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ular chromospheric activity cycle with a pe-
riod of 7.3 years and a nearly symmetric rise
and decay phase; in contrast the 11.7 year
cycle of 61 Cyg B is more irregular, asym-
metric and its mean activity index is higher.
Hempelmann et al. (2003) analysed 4.5 years
of ROSAT HRI data taken in the 1990s and find
that long-term X-ray variability correlates with
chromospheric activity for both stars.

First XMM-Newton results were pre-
sented forαCen by Robrade et al. (2005)
and for 61 Cyg by Hempelmann et al. (2006).
Similarly, Favata et al. (2004) presented the
data of the more active G2 star HD 81809
(P=8.2 yr) and find clear evidence for large
amplitude X-ray variability in phase with the
known chromospheric activity cycle.

2. Observations and data analysis

61 Cyg andαCen were each observed twice a
year in the course of the long-term monitor-
ing program of moderately active stars with
XMM-Newton. Over the last years we ob-
tained snapshot like exposures of 5 – 15 ks
each and present data from 10 (61 Cyg) and
8 (αCen) observations, which allow us to study
variability on timescales of several years and
investigate possible cyclic behaviour. For this
analysis we considered only data from their
quasi-quiescent states by excluding time peri-
ods of enhanced activity or flares on the ba-
sis of derived light curves. We use forαCen
(sep. 10-12′′) a PSF (Point Spread Function)
fitting algorithm which is applied to the event
distribution in the sky-plane, for 61 Cyg (sep.
>30′′) we use individual extraction regions.
X-ray luminosities, temperatures and emission
measures (EM) were derived for the individ-
ual targets and exposures from EPIC, i.e. MOS
and PN, data. Spectral analysis uses multi-
temperature VAPEC models in the energy
range 0.2 – 5.0 keV, however sufficient signal is
mostly present only up to 2.0 keV.

3. 61 Cygni

A decline in X-ray brightness by a factor of
three is observed for 61 Cyg A (see Fig.1).
Our X-ray measurements are well correlated

Fig. 1. Long-term Ca II H+K measurements(top),
comparison between chromospheric (open dots) and
coronal activity (full dots)(middle) and X-ray light
curves(bottom) for 61 Cyg A and B.

and in phase with chromospheric data from
the Mt. Wilson project and its follow-up pro-
gram at Lowell Observatory, as well as the
ROSAT data from the 1990’s. We note, that
the cycle amplitude of 61 Cyg A is much
smaller compared to those of the Sun, while
the LX/Lbol ratio and its chromospheric activ-
ity index are much higher. The chromospheric
cycle of 61 Cyg B is characterised by more ir-
regular variations as likewise seen in its coro-
nal behaviour, where no clear long-term trend
is visible in our observations

The spectra of both components are quite
similar and their emission measure distribu-
tions are dominated by cool (1 – 4 MK) plasma
with variable contributions from a hotter com-
ponent of about 8 MK. The decrease inLX over
the course of the activity cycle on 61 Cyg A is
mainly caused by a decrease of emission mea-
sure accompanied by a moderate decrease in
temperature. The contribution the hot plasma
component to the total emission measure de-
creases from∼ 15% at activity maximum to∼
3% at minimum.

4. Alpha Centauri

ForαCen A we find a strong decline in X-ray
luminosity by no less than an order of mag-
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Fig. 2. The Alpha Centauri system observed with
MOS1 during March 2003 (left) and February 2005
(right), overlayed are brightness contours and 5′′

source regions (red) to indicate the proper motion.
The X-ray darkening ofαCen A (upper left) is ob-
served with XMM-Newton for the first time.

Fig. 3. X-ray luminosity (0.2 – 2.0 keV) forαCen A
and B as determined from MOS data.

nitude over the time span of a few years (see
Figs. 2, 3), a behaviour that has never been ob-
served before over the last 25 years. Spectral
analysis shows that both stars have a rather
cool (1 –3 MK) and inactive corona. The dark-
ening of αCen A is again primarily caused
by a strong decrease of emission measure ac-
companied by a moderate decrease of coronal
temperatures. The absence of long-term chro-
mospheric activity data for these stars make a
definite statement on this point impossible, but
recent FUSE observations of transition region
lines (e.g. OVI) confirm its darkening. If real,
the activity cycle onαCen A, would then be
the first X-ray activity cycle on a true solar ana-
log. The decline inLX of αCen B may also
point to an X-ray activity cycle, however it has
probably to be characterized by a longer period
and/or a smaller modulation.

5. Conclusions

The XMM-Newton observations show that
coronal activity cycles are present in moder-

ately active solar-like stars. The observations
confirm the existence of a coronal activity cy-
cle for 61 Cyg A. This is to our knowledge
the first persistent stellar coronal activity cy-
cle ever detected. Its X-ray light curve is well
correlated and in phase with ROSAT observa-
tion from the 1990s as well as chromospheric
activity measurements. We also find a strong
decline in X-ray luminosity of the ”solar twin”
αCen A by no less than an order of magnitude,
probably indicating a coronal activity cycle -
however an irregular event cannot be ruled out
completely. The X-ray amplitude in the more
active and hotter corona of 61 Cyg A is with a
factor of three much smaller than observed for
the Sun andαCen A, where it is about one or-
der of magnitude. In both cases we find the de-
crease inLX to be mainly caused by a decrease
in emission measure, accompanied by a mod-
erate cooling of their coronae. Thus the Sun
and our sample stars exhibit very similar be-
haviour, despite their different spectral types,
activity levels, coronal temperatures and cy-
cle periods. This suggests that the underlying
mechanisms of activity cycles in low to mod-
erately active cool stars are comparable.
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